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In August 2019, I was in Uttar Pradesh to visit project VARUN - one of Asha SV’s old projects.                   
More on that here. After the site visit, I had a couple of days stop in Varanasi before my flight                    
back to Bangalore. I wanted to use this time to meet Vallabh bhai, a fellow supported by Asha                  
SV who lives in Kaiti, about an hour or so from Varanasi. My initial plans were to visit him in Kaiti                     
and stay a night there, but 4 days of stay in rural Uttar Pradesh had taken its toll on me.                    
Moreover, Vallabh was in Varanasi on the day I arrived there, so we decided to catch up late                  
afternoon. 
 
I had just enough time to check into my hotel and           
freshen up, I already had a call from reception         
mentioning Vallabh is waiting for me downstairs. I        
hurried down, and we sat down to talk over some          
paratha and chai. We spent around an hour talking         
about Vallabh’s life story and how he ended up as          
an Asha fellow. Soon after lunch and tea, I         
suggested that we go near the ghats and continue         
our conversation there. This was a great idea in my          
head, but navigating Varanasi traffic on Vallabh’s       
bike was a nightmare. It was only a few kms away,           
but took forever, with my knee brushing several        
people and vehicles along the way, for no fault of          
Vallabh’s. Once we were at the ghats, the chaos on          
the roads gave way to serene breeze over river         
Ganga - the lifeblood of our country. We walked         
across the ghats and continued our conversation.       
We covered various topics including Vallabh’s      
current work, my VARUN site visit, state of Asha,         
where we could do better, minimum wage to        
teachers, politics in India, and history of Varanasi. It was already late evening by now, we had                 
another round of lime tea after which Vallabh left since he had an hour+ journey back to Kaiti.                  
Co-incidentally, the next day Vallabh was co-organizing a dance-drama show in Varanasi about             
Gandhiji. He invited me for the same and I promised to attend it.  
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The next day, I attended the event, expecting a small-scale production, but it turned out there                
were 100’s of people fully packed in the auditorium. There were several banners with Asha’s               
branding flying all around the venue. It was an event organized by several like-minded              
organizations to make Gandhiji relevant in today’s society. A number of children were in              
attendance. I happened to find a seat next to a photographer who happened to know Vallabh                
very well. I talked with him for a while and he mentioned that Vallabh has been a great unifying                   
force among activists in the region.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The morning after the event, I had my flight back to Bangalore. In the flight, I was recollecting                  
my thoughts from my meeting with Vallabh, and I realized I was very under prepared for my                 
meeting with him. I did not have a clear picture of his exact nature of work and even my                   
meeting, I couldn’t clearly describe his work in detail. On a broad scale, Vallabh is involved in                 
various social activities to empower the underprivileged and he has a bunch of young volunteers               
to help him with that. And I find it difficult, even now, to add any more detail to that broad level                     
description of his activities. Even the SV steward for the fellowship [who happens to be a close                 
friend], is not any more knowledgeable than this. It soon struck me that is not specific to                 
Vallabh’s fellowship, but rather this is common across all fellowships, at least the ones in SV. 
 
In my experience at Asha since 2014, I have come across several conversations about “role of                
a project steward” which is defined and understood in good amount of detail. But the role of a                  
fellowship steward is rarely discussed and often neglected. And I wonder if this is intentional               
[because our fellows are well accomplished in the field due to decades of prior experience that                
we trust me fully to do the best they can with the least interference from us]? I am not 100%                    
sure about this. I will end this report with some the questions running in my head regarding this,                  
I hope we can discuss this and find answers together. 
 

1. What exactly is the relationship between chapter and its fellows? 
2. What role does a steward play in a fellowship program? 
3. While our projects have a number of checks and balances, our fellows have almost              

none. Should we leave it this way so there is least interference from us? 
4. Are fellowships for life? If not, when and how do we hit the restart button? 

 
 
Thank you for reading the report, if you have questions or want to discuss further on any of                  
these topics, please reach out to me on my email. 


